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statement. The new theory appears to have been already familiar to Aristotle. Moreover, the fundamental principles show clear points of contact with those used in the method of exhaustion, also due to Eudoxus. I refer to the definition (Eucl. V, Del 4) of magnitudes having a ratio to one another, which are said to be 'such as are capable, when (sufficiently) multiplied, of exceeding one another'; compare with this Archimedes's c lemma' by means of which he says that the theorems about the volume of a pyramid and about circles being to one another as the squares on their diameters were proved, namely that 'of unequal lines, unequal surfaces, or unequal solids, the greater exceeds the less by such a magnitude as is capable, if added (continually) to itself, of exceeding any magnitude of those which are comparable to one another', i.e. of magnitudes of the same kind as the original magnitudes.
The essence of the new theory was that it was applicable to incommensurable as well as  commensurable  quantities; and   its   importance   cannot  be   overrated,   for   it   enabled geometry to go forward again, after it had received the blow which paralysed it for the time.    This was the discovery of the irrational, at a time when geometry still depended on the Pythagorean theory  of  proportion,  that  is,  the  numerical theory which was of course applicable only to commensurables. The discovery of incommensurables must have caused what Tannery  described   as  *un  veritable   scandale   logique'   in geometry, inasmuch as it made inconclusive all the proofs which had depended on the old theory of proportion.    One effect would naturally be to make geometers avoid the use of proportions as much as possible; they would have to use other methods wherever they could.    Euclid's Books I-IV no doubt largely represent the result of the consequent remodelling of fundamental propositions; and the ingenuity of the substitutes devised is nowhere better illustrated than in I. 44, 45, where the equality of the complements about the diagonal of a parallelogram is used (instead of the construction, as in Book VI, of a fourth proportional) for the  purpose of applying to a given straight line a parallelogram in a given angle and equal to a given triangle or rectilineal area.
The greatness of the new theory itself needs no further

